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NEW OF 
THE YEAR! 

MINERAL SPA
DRAUGYSTĖ

Mineral Spa DraugyStė is a completely 
new, elegant spa area with a huge swim-
ming pool, jacuzzi, vertical baths and 
saunas. Situated on the banks of the river 
nemunas, surrounded by the park, it is a 
perfect place for those who value comfort 
and quality of service. in the same build-
ing you can find spacious, modern, Scan-
dinavian-designed rooms for accommoda-
tion to ensure your undisturbed rest. Mūza 
café-restaurant serves three-course, diver-
sified, vegetable-rich, buffet-style meals. 
every aspect has been considered so that 
when you enter Mineral Spa DraugyStė, 
all your problems are left outside. 

V. Krėvės St. 28, Druskininkai
+370 313 60606
mineralspa@draugyste.lt
www.draugyste.lt



HEALTH RESORT 
DRUSKININKAI
HealtH reSort DruSKininKai is an 
institution of modern technologies, 
encompassing centuries of Spa experience 
and traditions of personal health care, 
providing the services of ambulatory health 
care. Modern baths of healing mud and 
mineral water, a swimming pool, vapour bath, 
massage rooms, physiotherapy, physical 
therapy, cryotherapy, relaxation rooms, 
winter gardens and mineral water pump-
rooms can be found here. the wellness 
area of HealtH reSort offers a balanced 
relaxation programme.

Vilniaus avenue 11, Druskininkai
+370 313 60508, +370 697 08000
info@gydykla.lt
www.gydykla.lt
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AMBERTON GREEN 
SPA DRUSKININKAI
the first and the only sleep Spa in eastern 
europe. 5* wellness center aMBerton 
green Spa DruSKininKai including an el-
egant 79-room hotel, a luxurious spa with 
top quality wellness and spa treatments, a 
cozy restaurant and outdoor terrace, a con-
ference room, a swimming pool and a sau-
na complex, children’s indoor and outdoor 
space. a team of skilled therapists applying 
modern innovative technologies will offer 
solutions of: sleep disorders, insomnia, 
chronic fatique syndrome. 

Kurorto St. 3, Druskininkai
+370 688 71011 
druskininkai@amberton.lt 
www.ambertonhotels.com



DAINAVA HEALTH 
CENTER
DainaVa health center is located in the very 
center of the city, surrounded by a pine 
forest. next to us is the city entertainment 
square, health center, water park, health 
park, Druskininkai Musical Fountain. 
DainaVa health center offers a variety of 
therapeutic massages, kinesitherapy and 
physiotherapy procedures, and a wide 
selection of mineral baths. Center offers 
its guests not only relaxation or wellness 
procedures, but also the possibility to 
organize training events, seminars and 
conferences.

Maironio St. 22, Druskininkai
+370 313 59100, +370 650 85494 
registratura@centrasdainava.lt
www.hotel-dainava.lt
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DRAUGYSTES 
MEDICAL SPA
DraugySte MeDiCal Spa is situated on the 
bank of the nemunas river, in the central 
park of the resort and features enclosed 
recreation and climate therapy parks, 
outdoor swimming pool and tennis courts. 
Spa therapy and rehabilitation treatment 
while using natural high mineralization water 
baths, therapeutic mud, herbal and Spa 
treatment procedures. 

V.Krėvės St. 7, Druskininkai 
+370 313 53132
info@draugyste.lt
www.draugyste.lt
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EGLES MEDICAL SPA
Comfortable accommodation, treatments 
based on natural therapeutic factors, daily 
unlimited visits to the swimming pool and 
sauna complex in the evenings, unlimited 
access to three full meals a day, including 
the brunch and dinner snack bars, additional 
group workouts, full use of leisure facilities 
and anexciting programme of entertainment 
every day. For more than 50 years, the 
MeDiCal Spa eglėS sanatorija has been 
fulfilling its mission to help people regain, 
maintain and improve their health. 

eglės St. 1, Druskininkai
+370 313 60220
rezervacija@sanatorija.lt
www.sanatorija.lt
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GRAND SPA LIETUVA
granD Spa lietuVa offers a large selection 
of accommodation, wellness, recreation, 
preventive treatment, diagnostics, catering, 
conference organization and active leisure 
services under one roof. 3 hotels: DZuKi-
Ja****, DruSKininKai****, lietuVa***. 
Cozy rooms, abundant breakfast at the res-
taurant of the hotel, water amusement park.

V. Kudirkos St. 45, Druskininkai
+370 313 51200
reservation@grandspa.lt
www.grandspa.lt 7



SPA VILNIUS 
DRUSKININKAI 
accommodation, breakfast, treatment 
program. Wellness and recreation Spa 
centre which offers various Spa and health 
treatment procedures with mineral water and 
mud cure. the centre provides relaxation, 
wellness, preventive treatment, diagnostics, 
and catering and conference organization 
services.

K. Dineikos St. 1, Druskininkai
+370 313 53 811 
info@spavilnius.lt
www.spavilnius.lt
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UPA MEDICAL SPA
upa MeDiCal Spa, your health home - 
for wellness, relaxation and rest. you are 
welcome to examine your health state, enjoy 
balanced meals three times a day, wellness 
and relaxation programs, therapeutic and 
relaxing baths, spa treatments, face and 
body nourishing massages, swimming pools 
and saunas. We focus on the treatment and 
prevention of mobility  disorders. We offer 
two conference rooms for seminars and 
training. 

Sveikatos St. 36, Druskininkai
+370 313 59188 
booking@upa.lt
www.upa.lt
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MEDICAL SPA 
BELORUS
MeDiCal Spa BeloruS is located near a 
pine forest. the health-improving center 
of the medical Spa has undergone a 
comprehensive reconstruction and allows 
you to undergo treatment in comfortable 
conditions. the medical spa has a 
separate diagnostic building for medical 
examinations.the centre has 2 own mineral 
water sources which are used in the course 
of drinking treatment and for some water 
procedures. 

Maironio St. 2, Druskininkai
+370 313 60618, +370 615 14940 
info@belorus.lt
www.belorus.lt
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CHILDREN’S 
REHABILITATION 
CLINIC SAULUTE
the Druskininkai Children’s rehabilitation 
Clinic Saulutė is located in a five ha pine 
forest in the centre of the resort town on 
the banks of the nemunas river. natural 
resources - fresh air, the powerful scent of 
pine trees, mineral water, medicinal mud, 
and the rehabilitation methods applied 
in the institution, tone, and toughen, 
increasing the child’s resistance to illness, 
and prevent or reduce the possibility of 
disability. 

Vytauto St. 2, Druskininkai
+370 313 48685
saulute@santa.lt
www.sanatorijasaulute.lt
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EUROPA ROYALE 
DRUSKININKAI
Hotel is situated in the very heart of Druskininkai town, close 
to the musical fountain. there is a possibility to choose 
rooms in a historical building - the former Czar clinics that 
were established in the 19th century. Feel the royal rest and 
luxury. the hotel has a restaurant, a cocktail bar, bowling 
facilities, Spa and conference centers, a pool area and a 
spacious parking for our guests.

Vilniaus avenue 7, Druskininkai 
+370 600 07666, +370 680 18909
druskininkai@europaroyale.com
www.europaroyaledruskininkai.lt

BEST BALTIC HOTEL 
DRUSKININKAI CENTRAL
this small historic hotel in Druskininkai is a great place for 
recreation, important meetings, seminars, and celebrations 
with friends of colleagues.

Šv. Jokūbo St. 22, Druskininkai 
+370 313 60533, +370 612 61763 
office@centralhotel.eu | www.bestbaltichotels.eu
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GODA HOTEL AND SPA
Cosy, modern and elegant hotel is located in a calm, 
convenient street, further from the noisy town centre. 
Besides, it is surrounded by pine forests and can be easily 
reached by all the guests. the hotel and Spa goDa is the 
right choice for those who are permanently in a rush and 
have just a few days to recover. Here you can pamper 
yourself according to your personal needs in no time. 

Veisiejų St. 27, Druskininkai
+370 313 40070, +370 696 15292
viesbutis@goda.lt | www.goda.lt
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FLORES SPA HOTEL
the special atmosphere of the FloreS hotel ensures a 
pleasant and relaxing stay. our unique interior, where every 
detail comes directly from the island of Bali, is handmade 
and tells its own story. the modern hotel building is 
connected to aqua parK DruSKininKai and to HealtH 
reSort DruSKininKai, so you will not have to worry about 
bringing outdoor clothing and footwear, when going for 
some fun or a treatment.

Vilniaus avenue 13-3, Druskininkai
+370 697 08111, +370 697 08000
flores@aquapark.lt | www.floreshotel.lt
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VIOLETA
Hotel is situated in the center of Druskininkai, on the beau-
tiful bank of the nemunas river. guests enjoy exquisite cui-
sine in the cozy restaurant, in the winter garden next to 
the fireplace, on the picturesque outdoor terrace. Baths, 
Spa treatments, bathing, fitness equipment is available for 
individual family relaxation.

Kurorto St. 4, Druskininkai
+370 313 60600 
info@violeta.lt | www.violeta.lt

SIMPATIJA
a small hotel full of modern romance and nostalgic aesthet-
ics, located in a pedestrian alley next to the Druskininkai 
church and the Druskonis lake. guests are offered com-
fortable and stylish rooms with exclusive décor, breakfast, 
lounge with games, reading, coffee. 

Vilniaus avenue 2a, Druskininkai 
+370 313 51555, +370 650 22286
info@simpatijahotel.lt | www.simpatijahotel.lt
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ART HOTEL
Hotel is located in the heart of the old town of Druskininkai, 
in a nicely reconstructed wooden house, where every floor is 
related to the different area of art. DruSKininKai aqua parK 
is only 7-minute walk from the hotel, and winter sports com-
plex SnoW area is only 6-minute drive away. 

taikos St. 1 / Šv. Jokūbo St. 9, Druskininkai
+370 677 99229 
arthotel.lt@gmail.com | www.arthotel.lt

AQUA
a three-star hotel has been designed for your comfort and 
relaxation, with everything you need for a perfect vacation 
without having to step outside. the water fun, beauty 
rituals, massages and Spa treatments will increase your 
wellbeing, brighten your mind and lift your mood.

Vilniaus avenue 13-1, Druskininkai
+370 313 59195, +370 697 08000 
hotel@aquapark.lt | www.aqua.lt
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DE LITA
in Druskininkai, away from hustle and bustle of the town 
and just a few minutes walk from the centre of the town, 
near K. DineiKa HealtH parK, there is a modern hotel De 
lita. Cozy rooms, a restaurant, well-equipped conference 
rooms and a spa studio.

Vytauto St. 43, Druskininkai
+370 313 59198, +370 615 40018 
info@delita.lt | www.delita.lt

GALIA
the hotel complex galia is located in the old town of 
Druskininkai, close to the HealtH reSort DruSKininKai 
and aqua parK, in a very convenient, but also very quiet 
place.

Dabintos St. 3, Druskininkai
+370 313 55100
hotel@galia.lt | www.galia.lt
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INZA
the hotel is located in a quiet area of Druskininkai, just a 
10-minute walk from the historic center. 

M. K. Čiurlionio St. 97, Druskininkai
+370 313 53533 
druskininkai@inzahotel.lt | www.inzahotel.lt

IVOLITA
in the centre of Druskininkai, on a quiet and small Šv. 
Jokūbo st., not far from the HealtH reSort DruSKininKai 
and DruSKininKai aqua parK. 

Šv. Jokūbo St. 10, Druskininkai 
+370 313 40030
registratura@ivolita | www.ivolita.lt
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MEDUNA
a cozy and stylish hotel in the centre of town. Very close 
the HealtH reSort DruSKininKai and DruSKininKai 
aqua parK. every room has a different theme and interior 
design. thereis a possibility to check-in at the hotel in a 
contactless way.

liepų St. 2, Druskininkai
+370 672 21001 
info@meduna.lt

REGINA
it is a classical style hotel, which is situated in the very 
heart of Druskininkai. nearby services and attractions: 
DruSKininKai aqua parK, HealtH reSort, Cable 
car. the hotel has a nice bar and restaurant. Spa studio 
offers relaxing and therapeutic massages, and beauty 
procedures.

t. Kosciuškos St. 3, Druskininkai
+370 656 74077
info@regina.lt | www.regina.lt
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VITA
located in Druskininkai city centre, near to the most popular 
places to visit. the hotel’s restaurant serves delicious 
breakfast, where you can find different tasty food every 
morning. in advance, our guests can use a free secure 
parking and outdoor area for leisure.

Maironio St. 3, Druskininkai
+370 614 73741
info@hotelvita.lt | www.hotelvita.lt

DALIJA
this building of the late XiX century, a wooden villa of 
eclectic architecture, reflects architectural pattern of the 
old Druskininkai resort. the building is included in the list 
of cultural heritage of lithuania and currently equiped as 
the guest house DaliJa.

laisvės square 21 / Vasario 16-osios St. 1, Druskininkai 
+370 612 96558, +370 612 12226
info@dalijahotel.lt | www.dalijahotel.lt
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ALGIDA HOUSEALEJOS AZUOLAS

ANDANTEAGNETA

the guest house is located in a little town of leipalingis, 
12 km away from Druskininkai resort. the hotel can 
accommodate up to 20 guests. 

Dzūkų St. 21, leipalingis
+370 659 43016, +370 659 43022
info@alejosazuolas.lt | www.alejosazuolas.lt

apartments are situated on the pedestrian walkway in 
the centre of Druskininkai. embankment of the nemunas 
river, DruSKininKai aqua parK and HealtH reSort 
DruSKininKai are located nearby. luxurious apartments 
for affordable price in the centre of the town. 

laisvės square 3, Druskininkai 
+370 618 00899 
agneta@agneta.lt | www.agneta.lt

guest and recreation house in a quiet place, on the outskirts 
of the old town, next the nemunas river.

Kalnų St. 46, Druskininkai 
+370 682 10953
info@andante.lt | www.druskininkai-poilsis.lt

if you are looking for hotel in a convenient part of 
Druskininkai, algiDa HouSe is just the right place for you. 
a 5-minute walk will take to the nemunas riverside. a lot 
of restaurants and Spa centrescan be reached by foot, as 
well. 

Dabintos St. 28, Druskininkai
+370 652 17368
algida61@gmail.com
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AUSRA APARTMENTSARNIKA VILA

BROLIU VILAAQUA APARTMENTS

arniKa Vila is located in the centre of Druskininkai. We 
offer our guests spacious and cozy rooms of classic 
interior design. lithuanian cuisine restaurant etno DVaraS 
is situated nearby. Vila is next to Druskonis lake, town 
beach, tennis court, and a forest with bicycle trails.

M.K. Čiurlionio St. 55, Druskininkai 
+370 650 99495
vila@arnika.lt | www.druskininkudvaras.lt

apartments are situated near the town and the forest. 
DruSKininKai aqua parK is 300 m away. the atmosphere 
of these home-like apartments will make you feel at ease in 
a company of friends or family.

aušros St. 37, Druskininkai 
+370 698 723 64, +370 613 400 09 
info@ausrahouse.lt | www.ausrahouse.lt

the villa is located in the centre of Druskininkai. Druskonis 
lake is located nearby. town beach with sports playgrounds 
and tennis courts are there in a short distance, as well as 
the forest with walkways and bicycle trails.

V. Kudirkos St. 25a, Druskininkai 
+370 698 19464, +370 622 60577 
info@broliuvila.lt | www.broliuvila.lt

luxurious apartments have been prepared for those who 
love the most exclusive entertainment and relaxation. 
these spectacular, spacious luxury suites with exquisite yet 
comfortable environments and unexpected interior solutions 
will add an interesting element to your stay. 

Vilniaus avenue 9, Druskininkai 
+370 697 08111, +370 697 08000
flores@aquapark.lt | www.aqua.lt
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DOMI LINIWHITE COTTAGE

DRAUGU NAMAIVILA RADIUM

WHite Cottage located is surrounded by greenery yet 
it is only a 5-minute walk away from the town centre. it 
offers accommodation with free private parking and Wi-Fi. 
Barbecuing facilities are available in the garden.

p. Cvirkos St. 18, Druskininkai 
+370 650 54059
baltasnamelis@gmail.com

located 4 km from SnoW arena, Vila offers a garden, a 
terrace and air-conditioned accommodation with a balcony 
and free WiFi. DruSKininKai aquaparK is 500 m from the 
aparthotel.

t. Kosciuškos st. 7, Druskininkai
+370 687 47631

DoMi lini is a self-catering accommodation located in 
Druskininkai, 500 m from the DruSKininKai aquaparK. 
at DoMi lini you will find a communal sauna, a hot tub 
and barbecue facilities. the property is 2.5 km away from 
SnoW arena and 500 m from aDVenture parK.

Šlaito St. 4, Druskininkai
+370 611 45546
info@domilini.lt

eco-friendly hotel, Scandinavian style interior, unique 
layout, ideal location in the centre of Druskininkai. rooms 
on the ground floor have separate exits to the street.

Šv. Jokūbo St. 12, Druskininkai 
+ 370 611 17000 
info@draugunamai.lt | www.draugunamai.lt
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FAMILY HOUSE DRUSVA

GREEN GILEEURISTA

the guest house is located in a nice and quiet place of the 
old town, 5-minute walk away from major tourist attractions.

Žalioji St. 9, Druskininkai 
+370 655 55280
info@drusva.lt | www.drusva.lt

this is a home which is cosy and stylish, ideal for gatherings 
of friends, family holidays, and ‘workations’, being located 
away from the hustle and bustle of the city in a beautiful spot 
on the banks of the nemunas. the advantages of the FaMily 
HouSe include spacious rooms, a large and very cosy living 
space with a modern kitchen, a children’s play area, a sauna, 
a large garden space, and a spacious terrace.

ateities St. 20B, Druskininkai
+370 611 56015
info@familyhouse.lt | www.familyhouse.lt

green gile is a guest house in the heart of Druskininkai for 
a comfortable stay of a company of 15-20 people. guests 
can also spend time in a cozy courtyard with a garden, 
swings and barbecue grill.

Žalioji St. 28, Druskininkai
+370 614 73741
info@hotelvita.lt | www.hotelvita.lt

guest house is located in the central park of the town, about 
50 m from the HealtH reSort, the popular aqua parK and 
200 m from the adventure park uno. through the windows 
you can see the playing and dancing fountain and the city 
park. 

laisvės square 1 / Vilniaus avenue 22, Druskininkai 
+370 618 00441 
euristahotel@gmail.com
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VILLA KURORTO NAMASGRETA

MEDEA APARTMENTSINGA VACATION HOUSE

the guest houseis located in residential area, on the left 
bank of the nemunas river. 3-minute walk will take you to 
DruSKininKai aqua parK and town centre. Winter sports 
complex SnoW arena is 1.5 km away. 

Šlaito St. 13, Druskininkai
+370 614 82266
algida61@gmail.com

offering a terrace and views of the city, inga VaCation 
HouSe is located in Druskininkai 1.5 km from SnoW arena. 
DruSKininKai reCreation and HealtH Centre aqua is 
400 m from the property, while lake Druskonis is 200 m 
away. 

Šv. Jokūbo St. 13, Druskininkai
+370 626 13478
inga.vacation.house@gmail.com

this villa is a unique and cosy holiday home in a quiet 
environment, a city park among pine trees, right next to 
the nemunas river. the rooms of the villa have interiors 
based on the four seasons. the villa can comfortably 
accommodate up to nine people and is popular with large 
families and groups of friends. 

Kurorto St. 13, Druskininkai
+370 686 36058
poilsis@kurortonamas.lt | kurortonamas.lt

located in a quiet Druskininkai area - a pine forest on the 
bank of a lake MeDea apartments offers apartments and 
access to a spa and wellness facilities. you are welcome to 
use all treatments, swimming pool and restaurant services 
in the nearby upa building.

Sveikatos St. 34, Druskininkai
+370 313 59188 
booking@upa.lt | www.upa.lt
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MINERAL APARTMENTSLOVE ISLAND

PARKO VILAMILDA

Scandinavian style two-storeyguest house is located near 
the scarp of the nemunas river, not far from loVe island. 

Mildos St. 7, Druskininkai 
+370 659 12222 
dguesthouse@gmail.com | www.druskininkai-guesthouse.eu

We offer our guests luxurious, nicely equipped rooms 
next to a pine forest. the nemunas river, town centre, 
DruSKininKai aqua parK, HealtH reSort DruSKininKai 
and entertainment square are located nearby.

Mizarų St. 52, Druskininkai 
+370 663 77901 
info@mineraliniai.lt | www.mineraliniai.lt

guest house is situated on the pedestrian walkway in the 
centre of Druskininkai. DruSKininKai aqua parK, HealtH 
reSort, town restaurants and cafés are only five-minute 
walk away. this guest house is a perfect choice for sports 
team, group of tourists or work team.

K.Dineikos St. 12, Druskininkai 
+370 659 63450, +370 659 99460
info@parkovila.lt | www.parkovila.lt

Cozy guest house is situated in the very heart of Druskininkai 
town centre, in a quiet location near K. DineiKa HealtH 
parK, on the bank of ratnycele Creek. town beach is 
300 m away from the guest house. it is a perfect place for 
recreation and peaceful getaway.

Sausoji St. 14, Druskininkai
+370 686 58755 
milda@alytausparama.lt | www.milda-druskininkai.lt
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URSULA ROYAL APARTMENTSVACATION HOUSE SAKA

THE HOUSESENASIS PASTAS

every room is a different tale, colour, symbol and legend, 
which makes this house special and unique. each of 
8 rooms represents a different legend associated with 
town of Druskininkai and its surrounding. owners will offer 
pleasant hospitality, and a nice and cozy environment will 
take you away from everyday worries and troubles.

Mizarų St. 43, Druskininkai 
+370 617 73844 
info@atostogunamai.lt | www.atostogunamai.lt

SenaSiS paStaS - oasis of pease and cosiness in the heart 
of Druskininkai, where you can enjoy astonishing views 
of Druskonis lake and central city church. Most of our 
apartments are bigger than usual hotel rooms with kitchens 
and all the equipment you need for pleasant stay.

V.Kudirkos St. 37, Druskininkai
+370 682 58257 
senasispastas@gmail.com | www.senasispastas.lt

unique and elegant apartments of exceptional design 
urSula royal apartMentS are located in the centre of 
Druskininkai, next to the main town market, where fresh 
seasonal products can be found all year round. 

p. Cvirkos St. 40, Druskininkai
+370 686 03069
info@ursularoyal.lt | www.ursularoyal.lt

tHe HouSe is a guest house which is located in the city 
centre. Within an existing cultural heritage building we 
have created a restrained modern space with an attractive 
Scandinavian aesthetic and a welcoming atmosphere. the 
guest rooms are compact and snug, creating a feeling of 
lightness and cosiness.

M.K.Čiurlionio St. 61, Druskininkai
+370 679 14738 
druskininkuterasa@gmail.com | www.thehouse.lt
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VILA MARTAVILA EVELINA

ZEMYNAVILA NIKOLAS

Small and cozy guest house by the Druskonis lake.

M.K.Čiurlionio St. 36, Druskininkai
+370 685 68942 
vila@ft.lt | www.vilaevelina.lt

accommodation in 2 separate houses and 2 apartments. 
Vila is situated close to the town centre. DruSKininKai 
aqua parK and HealtH reSort DruSKininKai are 600 m 
away, SnoW arena is 4 km away.

M.K. Čiurlionio St. 1, Druskininkai
+ 370 658 55707
milmin08@gmail.com

apartments invite the guest for a stay in the centre of 
Druskininkai. you will be able to cook the meals yourself 
in the ecofriendly apartments with geothermal heating. 
DruSKininKai aqua parK is 400 m away, and SnoW 
arena is 3.5 km away.

Šv. Jokūbo St. 11, Druskininkai
+370 612 96558, +370 612 12226
info@zemynadruskininkai.lt | www.zemynadruskininkai.lt

guest house is situated in a quiet place in the centre 
of Druskininkai, not far from town market and shopping 
centres. all sights are easily accessible on foot. We also 
offer sauna with whirlpool bath and rest zone.

p. Cvirkos St. 15 / palangos St. 17, Druskininkai
+370 608 34728 
drusapart@gmail.com | www.vilanikolas.lt
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BILSO HOMESTEADAVIRIO VINGIS

DRUSKININKELIAI HOMESTEADBARSKULIAI HOMESTEAD

aVirio VingiS is a perfect for place for unforgettable 
celebration or rest with comfort. tidy landscape, cozy 
apartments, interior of modern classic style and luxury 
spaces. Vila is surrounded with spacious lawn and forest, 
and a view of aviris lake opens up on the other side.

leipalingio road. 27a, Veršiai
+370 656 64848 
info@aviriovingis.lt | www.aviriovingis.lt

if you want quiet and family rest, we invite you to stay at 
BarSKuliai homestead, which is located 9 km away from 
Druskininkai. you will be able to have quiet leisure lying on 
sunbathing beds, reading books in terrace of the house or 
balcony and watching the children playing in the playground.

Senoji St. 6, ricieliai
+370 684 56685
barskuliai@gmail.com | www.atostogoskaime.lt
gpS: 54.078982° 23.98699°

the homestead is located 12 km away from Druskininkai, 
next to the lake Baltasis Bilsas. Here you will find a sauna, 
barbecuing facilities, a children’s playground and a laundry. 
an array of activities can be enjoyed on site or in the 
surroundings, including hiking and canoeing.

azagio St. 10, Vilkanastrai
+370 687 26807
avilcinskiene@gmail.com | www.bilsas.lt

Homestead is a perfect place for conferences, workshops, 
camps and various events or celebrations. it is located away 
from hustle and bustle of the town, in just the right place for 
efficient work and recreation. the homestead hall includes 
conference, training, camp and celebration equipment.

Druskininkėlių St. 5, Druskininkėliai
+370 630 50444
druskininkeliusodyba@gmail.com | www.druskininkeliai.lt
gpS: 54.087816, 23.842605
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JURATEDZUKIJOS UOGA

LATKRANTEIGNE

Homestead is located 18 km from Druskininkai. Modern 
self catering villa is surrounded by forests and lakes of 
Dzūkija national park. the owners of the homestead 
organize active outdoor and leisure attractions: bicycling 
and kayaking tours, sightseeing and educational programs. 
a huge property of the villa has a bath house with several 
terraces, a pergola and children’s playground. 

Viršurodukio Village, Druskininkai Municipality
+370 699 63565
info@dzukijosuoga.lt | www.kaimoturizmosodyba.eu

a contemporary yet convenient homestead surrounded by 
pine trees for quiet and relaxing stay.

ilgio St. 16, grūtas
+370 601 44525 
jurate@atostogoskaime.lt | www.atostogoskaime.lt

Homesteadis located on the shore of latezeris lake, next 
to the picturesque pine forest, 5 km from Druskininkai. For 
your perfect vacation - modernly equipped 5 separate 
houses. every holiday cottage has a separate yard, arbor, 
terrace, fireplace, swings. there is a bathhouse on the 
shore of the lake.

ežero St. 14, latežeris
+370 686 14077 | www.prieezero.lt 

Homestead is situated 4 km from Druskininkai, next to 
the picturesque pine forest and the ratnycele stream. 
in addition, guests are offered catering, Spa, active 
leisure activities, recreation areas for children and adults, 
educational programs. there is a possibility to organize 
different kind of events.

Vienkiemių St. 5, Jaskonys
+370 678 70006 
sodybaigne@gmail.com | www.sodybaigne.lt
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VILA NATURAREST BY AVIRIS LAKE

VILLA RATARUKE HOMESTEAD

a homestead at a distance of 10 km from Druskininkai, 
surrounded by forests, on the shore of aviris lake. Main 
house accommodates up to 35 guests, another house 
accommodates up to 10 guests.

paežerės St. 7, Veršiai
+370 682 15181, +370 313 51254, +370 620 76247 
audrone.aviris@gmail.com | www.aviris.prieezero.lt

the homestead is located really close to Druskininkai, only 
fewminute drive will take you to the centre of town. peaceful 
and quiet place to stay, also suitable for celebrations, family 
events and holidays.

panemunės St. 8, neravai
+370 686 58550 
sodyba2011@gmail.com | www.poilsisdruskininkuose.lt

For a peaceful and cozy stay, we invite you to visit the new 
Vila natura apartments, which are surrounded by nature. 
the apartments are located 8 km from Druskininkai, in a 
forest by the sandy shore of lake ilgis. it is an oasis of 
peace for those who long for relaxation in nature!

ilgio St. 8B, grūtas
+370 685 50393
info.vilantura@gmail.com

Villa rata is located in ratnycia village, near Druskininkai. 
the farmstead in the forest is surrounded by the ratnycele 
stream, where you will find peace for both body and soul.

ratnyčios St. 2, ratnyčia
+370 650 27771 
info@villarata.lt | www.villarata.lt
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VILKANASTRU DVARASVILA RICA

ZIOGELIAIVILA VANAGO LIZDAS

Homestead Villa riCa is located 8 km from Druskininkai 
resort. two comfortable apartments with private entrances, 
kitchens and all amenities for rent for your comfortable 
stay. For your private and peaceful recreation – a large 
private homestead territory. it’s a great choice for a family 
with children.

liepiškių St. 24, ricieliai
+370 684 56685 
barskuliai@gmail.com | www.prieezero.lt/lt/
apgyvendinimas/sodyba-salia-druskininku--3285/

elegant homestead manor complex of classic style, 
surrounded by lakes and forests of Dzukija ethnographic 
region. it is a perfect place for the ones who are looking for 
private and comfortable place and wonderful nature. you 
will have a nice time in our recreation zone, saunas and 
steam rooms.

azagio St. 7a, Vilkanastrai
+370 612 22206, +370 620 11330
vilkanastrudvaras@gmail.com | www.vilkanastrudvaras.lt

a quiet place for family vacation in ethnographic Ziogeliai 
Village, in Dzukija national park, located 10 km from 
Druskininkai. Sauna, swimming pool. Forget the hustle and 
bustle of the city and let us refresh your body and soul!

Žiogelių St. 6, Žiogeliai 
+370 600 23161 
ziogeliai@gmail.com | www.sodybaziogeliai.lt
gpS: 54.0640853, 24.1155038

this modern villa is situated 2 km away from Druskininkai, 
in a quiet tall pine forest, near ratnycele Creek, and 
accommodates up to 8 guests. you will be able to enjoy 
the privacy and luxury, and the hosts will assure wholesome 
recreation.

pariečės road 1, Jaskonys
+370 684 46237
vila.vanagolizdas@gmail.com



DRUSKININKAI 
CAMPSITE
Four-star, 200-seat campsite in Druskininkai, 
near Druskininkai tourism and Business 
information Center.
there are 10 stationary camping houses in 
the area. Druskininkai camping is perfect 
for children’s, sports camps or other larger 
groups who are looking for economical 
accommodation.
in the camping area you will find 40 specially 
planned and adapted pitches for both tents 
and campers. each site has inputs to connect 
to electricity and water networks. in the 
territory of Druskininkai camping you will find 
a common kitchen with all the necessary 
household equipment.
active sports enthusiasts can use beach 
volleyball and beach tennis courts. in the 
special grill-area you can grill your favourite 
food in the outdoor fireplaces and enjoy the 
nature surrounding the campsite, spending 
evenings in the outdoor gazebos.
right next to the Druskininkai camping you will 
find the K. DineiKa HealtH parK with plenty 
of walking trails, a sauna with cascading baths, 
a children’s playground. the city center is 
within a 10-minute walk from our camping site.
guests with pets are also welcome at the 
camping.

gardino St. 3, Druskininkai
+370 313 60800 
camping@druskininkai.lt
www.druskininkai.lt
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TECH SPA
teCH Spa is a place where you can experience 
what a healthy work-life balance really means. 
Modern and peaceful co-living spaces, 
functional and inspiring workspaces, and cozy 
common areas – are places for your growth 
and inspiration, community gatherings, new 
acquaintances, or just relaxation.

V. Kudirkos St. 33, Druskininkai
+370 674 54543
techspa@techzity.com
techzity.com/lt/tech-spa/
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Creative studies
Creative studies



workationresort.lt
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Name Number of halls Capacity More information

Spa Vilnius Druskininkai 10 900 www. spavilnius.lt

grand Spa lietuva 7 800 www.grandspa.lt

eglės sanatorija 3 660 www.sanatorija.lt 

Dainava 7 510 www.hotel-dainava.lt

aqua 2 450 www.aquapark.lt

europa royale Druskininkai 5 400 www.europaroyaledruskininkai.lt

Sanatorija Belorus 1 100 www.belorus.lt

regina 1 100 www.regina.lt

Best Baltic Hotel Druskininkai 3 75 www.bestbaltichotels.eu

upa medical Spa 2 71 www.upa.lt

goda 1 70 www.goda.lt

Violeta 1 50 www.violeta.lt

De lita 2 46 www.delita.lt

Simpatija 1 20 www.simpatijahotel.lt
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CONFERENCE HALLS

Conference halls
Conference halls



Turizmo informacijos centras /
Tourism information centre

Ligoninė / Hospital

Dviračių takas / Bicycle path

Autobusų stotis / Bus station

Lynų keltuvas / Cable carts

Vandens parkas / Aquapark

Snow Arena / Snow Arena

Vaizdinga vieta / Picturesque site

Degalinė / Petrol station

Policija / Police

SUTARTINIAI ŽENKLAI /LEGEND

Kempingas / Campsite

Bažnyčia / Church

Cerkvė / Orthodox church

Muziejus, galerija / Museum, gallery

Mastelis 1:17 000 (1 cm - 170 m)
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